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Abstract—In this paper, the performance of conventional Uniplanar Compact Photonic Band Gap (UC-PBG) structures is investigated under different bending extents. The structure under study is operated as an Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) in which performance is mainly characterized by its resonant frequency and bandwidth. Modelling and numerical analysis have been carried out using CST Microwave Studio simulation software which is based on Finite Integration Technique (FIT). Results show that different bending extents affect the AMC’s performance which is specified by a shift to higher resonant frequencies and bandwidth degradation when the degree of bending is increased. Furthermore, we point out some important simulation tips to avoid inaccurate and/or invalid results. This type of study is important to evaluate the performance of such structures for conformal applications. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, such type of systematic study is being reported for the first time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a great interest in Photonic Band-Gap (PBG) structures due to their various applications in the fields of electromagnetics and optics [1–3]. Their compact size, properties of surface wave suppression which significantly enhances antenna performance [4,5], and more importantly their potential to realize Artificial Magnetic Conductors (AMCs) [6,7] have made PBG structures very popular in the microwave and antenna research communities. AMC which does not exist naturally can be artificially
engineered to have in-phase reflection properties over a specified frequency range. AMCs are typically realized based on periodic metallic patterns often termed Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs) backed by a grounded substrate.

The in-phase reflection feature is highly desired in antenna applications over Perfect Electric Conductors (PECs) which has a reflection phase of $180^\circ$ for a normally incident plane wave. Image theory states that a PEC ground plane causes the antenna’s current and its image to cancel each other, i.e., shorts the antenna. This is responsible for dropping the real part of the antenna impedance towards zero ohms, while the imaginary impedance approaches infinity. Thus, a significant amount of the electromagnetic energy is trapped between the antenna and the ground plane; hence the antenna can no longer radiate efficiently [8]. This is the opposite scenario if an AMC is placed instead of PEC due to its reflection of electromagnetic wave with zero phase shift.

AMC was first proposed in 1999 by Sievenpiper et al. [9], which was based on square metallic plates connected to a ground plane through vias, also referred to as “mushroom” structures. Later on, several types of AMCs have been proposed [10–13]. These structures can be realized using Printed Circuit Board (PCB) techniques. In 2001, Yang et al. [14] introduced the Uniplanar Compact Photonic Band Gap (UC PBG) structure which has the advantage of ease of fabrication (since it does not involve vias) by etching a periodic pattern on a substrate backed by a ground plane.

On the other hand, wearable and conformal wireless systems are becoming very popular nowadays. Furthermore, the integration of AMC structures and metamaterial with such systems is a growing field of research [15, 16]; it is expected to be commercially available soon. Textile materials, flexible substrates and planar structures have been recently proposed to integrate antennas into fabrics or curvy planes. In [17–19], wearable antennas for WLAN, telemedicine, GPS, and Bluetooth applications were proposed. Noticeably, maintaining a flat profile for antenna elements based on flexible materials is not feasible. Hence, it is important to analyze the performance of the antennas and any type of integrated structures under bending conditions. Previous studies were mainly focused on the effect of bending on the performance of wearable antennas based on simulation and experimental results [20, 21]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no research has been reported on the performance of UC-PBG or AMC structures under bending conditions.

In this paper, we specifically consider the performance of the conventional UC-PBG structure proposed in [13] operating as an AMC.
under different extents of bending. The effect of bending on the band gap characteristics is out of the scope of this paper and will be the subject of a future research.

Geometrical modelling of the UC-PBG structure along with the necessary numerical setup is introduced in Section 2, where the geometry of the lattice is explained. The simulated performance of the AMC structure under different extents of bending is discussed in Section 3. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. MODELLING AND SIMULATION SETUP

2.1. A-modelling

Modelling of UC-PBG geometry along with numerical analysis have been carried out using the commercial software package CST Microwave Studio which is based on the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) [22]. The conventional UC-PBG structure is realized by a two-dimensional metallic pattern with each element comprising a central square metal patch with four smaller pads on the corners and four narrow connected branches. The metallic pattern is etched on a substrate of a specific thickness and backed by a ground plane. The combination of the metallic pattern with the ground plane forms a distributed \( LC \) network. The narrow branches, with the connection insets, introduce an inductance while the gaps between adjacent pads give rise to a capacitance. The resonance frequency is determined by the series inductive-capacitive elements in addition to shunt capacitances realized by the metallic pattern and the ground plane [13]. It is worth mentioning that the performance of AMCs is mainly characterized by their resonant frequency and bandwidth which are functions of the substrate thickness, dielectric constant and structure geometry.

The dimensions of the UC-PBG are shown in Figure 1. The substrate used in the model is assumed to be flexible, has a dielectric constant of 1, it is also assumed to be lossless (modelled as vacuum for simplicity) with a thickness of 0.9 mm. To decrease the simulation time, the structure’s ground plane and metallic pattern were modelled as PECs.

2.2. B-simulation Setup

The typical UC-PBG unit cell model and simulation setup of the structure are depicted in Figure 1. To excite the structure, a source of an incident plane wave impinges from the top of the vacuum box is defined. By setting the right boundary conditions (Perfect
Figure 1. Dimensions of the UC-PBG unit cell.

Electric Conductor (PEC) and Perfect Magnetic Conductor (PMC) boundaries imposed as sidewalls), Transverse Electromagnetic Mode (TEM) incident wave can be enforced. The height of the vacuum box is normally chosen to be bigger than $\lambda/4$. It is worth mentioning here that the box height should be de-embedded by the same amount to yield the right TEM incident’s phase reference. When simulating normal
(flat) AMC structures the unit cell is terminated at the bottom by a PEC boundary to represent the ground plane. It should be noted that this boundary is not valid when simulating a curvy structure. Instead, a model object should be considered and the bottom boundary should be set to “open”. For AMC analysis, the reflection phase response is sufficient to determine the basic performance characteristics such as resonant frequency and bandwidth.

In this study, we chose a $4 \times 4$ lattice of UCPBG units as an example since it is irrational to perform the bending effect on a single unit cell as the effect will be duplicated in the $x$ and $y$ direction (in a wavy fashion). To be more practical, the effect of bending should be applied on the same number of cells for the application under study.

The reflection phase of an AMC structure varies continuously from $-180^\circ$ to $+180^\circ$ as frequency sweeps. AMC resonance frequency is achieved when the phase crosses the zero point. Generally, the operational bandwidth of an AMC is generally defined as $-90^\circ$ to $+90^\circ$ on both sides of the resonance frequency. It can be seen from the reflection phase of the unit cell (flat case) that the AMC operational frequency is 38 GHz with a bandwidth of 6.7 GHz (17.6%). To validate our analysis, the $4 \times 4$ lattice (shown in Figure 3) was also simulated under the same numerical setup, identical reflection phase was observed.

![Figure 3. A $4 \times 4$ lattice of UC-PBG.](image-url)
3. CONFORMAL AMC PERFORMANCE

In order to bend the UC-PBG structure, a CST Microwave Studio “bend sheet” tool was used along with “thicken sheet”. A vacuum cylinder with a parametric radius to control the bending extent was modelled in order to roll the combination of metallic pattern, substrate and ground plane. Obviously, a larger radius introduces less curvature and vice versa.

In this paper, two bending degrees are considered. Slight bending when the structure is bent on a 7 mm radius and 4 mm radius for an extreme bending degree. Higher or lower degrees of bending can be achieved by controlling the vacuum cylinder’s radius. It should be noted that normal incidence and reflection are assumed for the specified AMC structure since it is mainly utilized for antenna applications which are positioned in a very close proximity (within 0.1λ).

Here, we would like to pinpoint important remarks that should be followed when simulating bended AMC structures:

□ The bended UC-PBG should be considered as a non-periodic structure since periodic boundary conditions will lead to a non realistic model.

□ The boundary conditions for a non periodic model are PEC for two opposite walls and “open” boundary conditions are set to the other opposite walls where the bended edges of the structure are located (as shown in Figure 4). It should be noted that these boundary conditions impose non periodicity in the $x$-axis only.

Figure 4. Bent UC-PBG on a cylinder of 7 mm radius.
while the periodicity still holds in the $y$-axis. Obviously, the boundaries could be interchanged accordingly depending on the structure symmetry.

- Added space should be inserted to the open boundaries sides to minimize the higher order modes caused by the boundaries sudden transition.

- The amount of de-embedding should be decreased accordingly when the degree of bending is higher as the curvature yields to a higher structure tip.

- The width of the vacuum box along with the added space should be adjusted when the structure is modified; intuitively, the structure’s effective width decreases as the curvature increases.

As an example, a slightly bended structure (on a 7 mm radius) is shown in Figure 4.

For comparison purposes, the reflection phases of the three aforementioned scenarios (starting with the flat case and ends with the highest bending degree) are shown below in Figures 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Operational frequencies and bandwidths are extracted from the reflection phase profiles and are depicted in Table 1.

As can be inferred from the reflection phase profiles, the AMC resonant frequency increases and the bandwidth decreases when the angle of incidence is increased. This phenomenon occurs since the

**Figure 5.** Computed reflection phase for the UC-PBG under study (flat case).
Table 1. UC-PBG performance under bending effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of bending</th>
<th>AMC frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Bandwidth %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bent on $r = 7,\text{mm}$</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bent on $r = 4,\text{mm}$</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Computed reflection phase for the UC-PBG bent on a cylinder of a 7 mm radius.

incident wave becomes “oblique” with reference to the bended surface. As can be seen in Figure 6, for a smaller degree of curvature (i.e., angle of incidence), the AMC resonant frequency is slightly shifted to the right side (1.1 GHz), while the bandwidth is slightly reduced. For a higher degree of curvature (i.e., higher angle of incidence), more shift to a higher AMC resonant frequency is observed (2.7 GHz), while the reflection phase becomes steeper which yields to a further reduction in the operational bandwidth (as shown in Figure 7). The shift in resonant frequency and reduction in bandwidth are due to the fact that the equivalent free space impedance $Z_0$ is decreased since they are proportional to the surface impedance of the AMC [23]. Hence, the effective inductance and capacitance will be affected accordingly. As is well known, the bandwidth is directly proportional to the inductance and the resonant frequency is inversely proportional to $1/LC$. 
Figure 7. Computed reflection phase for the UC-PBG bent on a cylinder of a 4 mm radius.

4. CONCLUSION

The performance of the conventional UC-PBG structure operating as an AMC was investigated under different bending extents. Our numerical analysis shows that the reflection phase profile which is employed to infer the AMC resonant frequency and bandwidth is affected under different bending degrees. A comparison between the flat case and two bending degrees was conducted parametrically to show how the performance is affected. A shift to a higher AMC resonance frequency is observed in addition to degradation in the operational bandwidth when the degree of bending is increased. It is concluded that this type of study is important when designing AMC structures for conformal applications where the operating frequency and bandwidth are the cornerstones of the performance.
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